ATT: Public Disclosures

October 13, 2020

June 30, 2006: Dr. David H. Ellis and I met Curt Weldon in his Congressional oﬃces to brief
him on our field intel and strategy options, and to also request no objection from the USG for
our plans to enter into Iran under the guise of scientific field research in order for us to capture
alive, Usama bin Laden for delivery into USG custody.
The Congressman cancelled another meeting so that he could meet with us twice that day.
To my surprise he quickly oﬀered $2 million for my project while we were all sitting on the floor
pouring over large maps of Iran, unrolled on plush blue carpets with stars, in front of his desk.
Congressman Weldon was so inspired he made no
secret that, as soon as he ascends to the Chair of the
House Armed Services Committee he would subpoena
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld to testify about
information that I had just revealed during our meetings.
The Congressman also promised to include my list of
questions about Mohammed al-Qahtani who is the only
surviving “20th hijacker” from 9/11, currently imprisoned
in GITMO V-1.
Mohammed al-Qahtani was also falconer to a prominent US ally. I possess Qahtani’s GITMO
interrogation logs. More information is available.
When Congressman Weldon broadcast his promise to subpoena high ranking USG oﬃcials
about Usama bin Laden in Iran, this marked the beginning of the end for his political career.
Years later Curt explained to me how the FBI raid on his daughter’s house was engineered by
FBI Director Robert Muller to destroy his reelection campaign and candidacy before he could
become the House Armed Services Chairman, when he was going to lift the veil by asking
pointed questions about Usama bin Laden’s house arrest in Iran.
Congressman Weldon informed me that to the detriment of his career and personal life,
HC secretly influenced his defense attorneys.
Congressman Curt Weldon was a rising star, shot down on the eve of his greatest discoveries.
August 2018: During several meetings Congressman Weldon explained several times that,
as the incoming Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee in 2006 he was prebriefed with top secret field intelligence about Usama bin Laden living inside Iran.
Congressman Weldon revealed how the information that I provided during our June 30, 2006
meetings was identical in every detail to hard-won classified materials about which he was
already briefed. He said he couldn’t tell me at that time because it was classified top secret.
He was shocked at how I and my diminutive NGO, the Union for the Conservation of Raptors,
were able to learn all the things we told him.
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In the beginning of this 2011 recording (below) I’m talking with Congressman Curt Weldon
about my meetings on December 02 - 03, 2010 with Governor Bill Richardson who agreed to
be our US envoy to receive Usama bin Laden from Iran, conditional upon DCI Leon Panetta’s
"no objection" to Usama bin Laden’s transfer to GITMO v-2 coalition custody on the BM.
On the good news of Richardson’s participation, Mr. Howell S. Wynne readied a private jet
for Governor Richardson's upcoming trip to Iran, with our transport conditional upon
a green light from the US administration.
On December 02 Governor Richardson contacted the CIA Director Leon Panetta to ask for his
"no objection", and he repeated his request to the DCI again on December 03, 2010.
Following our meeting in the NM Governor’s oﬃce on December 02, Governor Bill Richardson
spent the next evening with myself, my hosts Mr. and Mrs. Dillingham, Mr. Alexander Peters
(who organized our Richardson / Dillingham meetings) and his brother Kito Peters, convening
at Mrs. Dillingham’s Santa Fe home.
All was informal because Governor Richardson, Alexander Peters and I fondly share the same
nourishing mother, the Alma Mater of Middlesex Prep School during our formative 1960s.
With a long face, Governor Richardson explained to all of us that the DCI Leon Panetta
ordered him to stand down and to leave bin Laden alone in Iran.
January 06, 2011: TRANSCRIPT AUDIO TAPE 01:
00:00 .....PARROT ........."He (Governor Richardson) was all excited and he said "I can
become", you know his Staﬀ advisor (Mrs. Gay Dillingham) was saying "you can become the
next President" if you get, if you help Alan bring bin Laden back. Um, you know we
discussed that we were going to give him a share of the Rewards for Justice money which is
$50 million dollars, uh he was all excited but then he said, he said um, twice, he said "I cannot
ask permission from Leon Panetta to work with you to get bin Laden out of Iran, but I can ask
my good friend Leon Panetta if he has any objections". And so he spoke to Leon Panetta on
two occasions, we got it back in writing and verbally, that Leon Panetta told him, "focus on
North Korea only", and in the second conversation he said "do not pursue bin Laden in Iran."
03.25 .....WELDON ........"Brian Ettinger who is one of my partners"
03:28 .....WELDON ........"Brian is Joe Biden’s closest friend . . . was his first Staﬀ Director"
03:55 .....WELDON ........"Ettinger is Biden’s closest friend, he meets with Biden monthly, uh he
was his first legislative director and he’s an attorney. More importantly, Brian is the unpaid
Chairman of the organized, Interagency Organized Crime Task Force for the US, which he
does for Biden which means he works with all of our agencies. And Biden sends him on
secret missions, the most recent of which was to Pakistan . . . uh . . . without the State
Department involved. Now you can’t mention that while I have Brian on the phone but I’m
telling you that to give you an idea of who he is."
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04:44 .....PARROT ........."And also Sir, privately between us . . . uh, if we can work out a
cooperative agreement I will share a significant percentage of the (UBL/Zawahiri) Rewards for
Justice . . . "
04:53 .....WELDON ........"You’ve always said that, uh. And you know Alan, let me say this.
You told my daughter it was about money. It’s really never been about money. You know, I
had my daughter’s house invaded by the FBI. You’ve never had that done. They did that to
my daughter that you talked to two weeks before my election. And they never talked to her.
And that intimidation and that threat. I know they’ve talked to you, but you’ve never had that
done publicly. That was done to me."
05:37 .....PARROT ........."I’m a big supporter of you Sir and I never wanted to oﬀend anybody,
and, and forgive me for calling your daughter."
05:43 .....WELDON ........"No that’s alright you talked to her but, you know you told her it was
about money. My daughter’s house was raided by the FBI, because that’s what it’s about. It’s
about me not wanting my family abused. They never talked to her. They raided her, they
raided her to create an incident to get me out of oﬃce. Probably partly because I was dealing
with you, I don’t know. I know the CIA set me up because I know the names of the people in
the agency from all their friends. So it’s not (about money), I mean obviously I can’t work for
free, but it’s more about my stability and my security and my family security."
January 06, 2011: TRANSCRIPT AUDIO TAPE 02:
Congressman Curt Weldon has just picked up Attorney Brian Ettinger at a NY airport:
00:08 .....WELDON ........"I told you who Brian is. He’s a good friend and trusted partner of
mine. He um, he has access . . . ah, he doesn’t get paid, he’s does this as a favor for Biden
with the Interagency Organized Crime Task Force that works with our agencies. He’s also
very close to Biden on a number of issues, he was his former Staﬀer. I trust him with my life,
and we’re business partners. I've told him about you . . . but I want you to tell him the most
recent situation and then Brian and I are going to talk about it."
01:08 .....ETTINGER ......"Curt told me about I guess the lates incident with, uh, with with uh
Governor, Governor Richardson, and uh he gave he went through your background and who
you are and the people that you previously contacted, and he indicated that you know, you
were going to try to get Susan Collins and Lieberman aahm, united together to go in and see
the Pres, to brief the President (Obama) or the Vice President (Biden) about this situation."
01:48 .....ETTINGER ......"I’m sure you do know most of the royal, members of the royal
families because that’s what they hunt with is falcons, as well as Bin Laden, ahh, um, ahh,
used to hunt with falcons . . . he still does."
02:17 .....PARROT ........."Yes, falconry is the Rosetta Stone for al-Qaeda. I met Victor Bout in
Shaikh Zayed’s falconry camps, and recently between November 2004 and up until recently
my team members have met Usama bin Laden six times inside Iran. We have repeatedly
notified the US government and only received, uh first we were ignored, then we were
obstructed, and then we were threatened."
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02:48 .....ETTINGER ......"Yeah, I mean that doesn’t surprise me. Ahh, ahh, there’s a friend of
mine who's an international hunter and he hunts with falcons with the royal family of the UAE
and his name is ahh, Saeed ahh Khan Karacha? And I don’t know if you know Saeed but he
takes them in the Himalayas ahh to go this mountain goat they go hunting with the royal
family there, and he told me about a year ago that uhm because he has a house also in
Quetta, he told me that uhm he knew recently that Bin Laden was in northern Iran and he’s an
American citizen and he told people at the Embassy and they, they ignored him like the
plague."
03:33 .....WELDON ........"Alan, I haven’t told you this but on my most recent trip to Kuwait, uh,
I was with my two closest friends there, Sheikh Mohammed who's the Foreign Minister,
Deputy Prime Minister uhh, and former US Ambassador and Sheikh Saud who was the
Ambassador during Desert Storm, and who was George Bush the father’s closest friend in the
Middle East. He, he’s a very close friend of mine, and we were having a private dinner with
his son Noah who’s another really close friend of mine, and ahh we got to talking about Bin
Laden and I said Sheikh Saud, where do you think he is? He said, "Oh Curt", he said, "there’s
no doubt, he’s in Iran."
04:09 .....ETTINGER ......"Yeah I just told Curt I said now, the b' the better way of doing it is if
Susan Collins and Lieberman are on board, I wouldn’t go see Obama I’d go see Biden."
04:19 .....WELDON ........"And Brian can arrange that ahh, Brian can arrange that directly Alan."
04:25 .....PARROT ........."Here’s the problem Sir: Ahh, we have identified with documentation,
three mechanisms used by the Bush administration to covertly engineer Bin Laden’s house
arrest inside Iran, we have identified two mechanisms used by this administration ahh, to
continue the legacy, and Hillary Clinton’s fingerprints are all over this, and Leon Panetta’s
fingerprints are all over this. We will have tremendous opposition."
05:00 .....ETTINGER ......"Well yeah, 'cause he’s being, I told Curt today, I said he, he’s being
pro’ ah uh, he is being protected by us. We don’t really want to get him . . . we want him
under the radar screen because he basically made a deal that he’s not gonna ah . . . hit
us here in the US."
Summary Analysis:
❖

I have actionable connections between Biden, Clinton, Brennan et al. including foreign
players, to keep Usama bin Laden on ice in Iran.

❖

Brian Ettinger is in the oil business. He flew to Libya for VP Joe Biden to help Gaddafi and
develop an oil contract with Saif al-Islam al-Gaddafi who is Curt Weldon’s closest Libyan
friend and his liaison to Gaddafi. Ettinger’s trip to Libya was uneventful, unproductive.
https://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/04/08/houston-oil-lobbyists-paid-for-formercongressmans-libya-mission/
In this C-Span interview below Congressman Weldon explains many important details,
and that NGOs (eg. Attorney Ettinger's Worldwide Strategic Partners) should help rebuild
Libya (agriculture, oil, energy security, etc) after Gaddafi renounces terrorism and WMD:
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https://www.c-span.org/video/?180415-3/us-libya-relations&event=180415&playEvent
https://www.scribd.com/document/52601749/Worldwide-Strategic-Partners-Brochure
❖

I have Brandon Milhorn tapes and documents.

❖

I have Hillary Clinton tapes and documents.

❖

I have Richard Clarke tapes and documents.

❖

I have John Brennan tapes and sensitive documents.

❖

I have General Hayden tapes and documents involving a senior member of the Senate
Intelligence Committee.

❖

I have Leon Panetta tapes and documents involving his college roommate who is a judge.

❖

I have tapes and documents of Senators, Congressmen, foreign heads of State, various
ministers, sheikhs and princes.

❖

I have so many other people on thousands of audio and video tapes (terabytes),
with support documents, that I really do need a trusted archival assistant to help develop
full payload benefits for the WH.
I need to convert .aifc files to .mpeg or mp3. I need to examine the metadata to learn the
dates of each recording. I need to correlate audio and video recordings with notes, logs
and documents. I need to identify the voices, the people who are speaking on the tapes
and correlate their statements with their public domain and private actions, and events.

Congressman Weldon states that Brian Ettinger is "the unpaid Chairman" of the Interagency
Organized Crime Task Force.
Like a Mafia Don masquerading as Chief of Police: VP Biden's attorney, Brian Ettinger
insinuated himself into the apex of the Organized Crime Task force as Chairman.
As the supreme marionette-master, Attorney Ettinger had multi-agency access and
oversight control of sensitive intelligence.
Attorney Ettinger was ideally embedded to gather advance notice of investigations into
VP Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, Clinton, Brennan et al., and to engineer preemptive
countermeasures on behalf of VP Biden. Very incestuous!
Curt Weldon informed me many times how the raid on his daughter’s house was authorized
by FBI Director Robert Muller because, immediately following my meetings with him in his
Congressional oﬃces, as the incoming Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee
the Congressman openly talked about his plans to subpoena SecDef Don Rumsfeld and
VP Dick Cheney about UBL living under house arrest in Iran, and to inquire about the 20th
hijacker Mohammed al-Qahtani.
Notably within these two tapes: Attorney Ettinger and Congressman Weldon first only admit
that UBL is living inside Iran . . . but without mentioning the modus vivendi (peace treaty) to
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detain UBL and AQ leaders inside Iran under house arrest, engineered by John Brennan as
soon as UBL had departed from Tora Bora, en route to the Islamic Republic of Iran.
On tape 02 @ 04:25, and only after I disclose the existence of Brennan’s AQ / Iran peace treaty
does Vice President Biden’s attorney finally lift the veil and confess that we have a secret AQ
peace treaty to give safe harbor to Usama bin Laden in Iran (with 100+ AQ leaders and their
families, including al-Qaeda's #2 leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri).
The AQ modus vivendi created by John Brennan outsourced bin Laden’s house arrest to our
adversaries in the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Brennan’s plan duplicated the Japanese Edo period feudal system of sankin-tokai (alternate
attendance), wherein Usama bin Laden was allowed to freely roam Iran on falconry hunts,
during which times his family was held hostage to ensure his return. Louis XIV did the same
with French nobility who were required to live with the Sun King in the Palace of Versailles,
or risk losing their country estates.
I possess John Brennan’s sensitive documents on the AQ / Iran peace treaty, signed by
John Brennan. I have tapes and additional analyses on his documents. If invited, I shall
make everything available to TPOTUS lawfully, under the purview of Misprision of Treason.
Misprision of Treason has never before been invoked to report acts of treason to TPOTUS.
At 03:55 (tape 01), on January 06, 2011: Curt Weldon explains that VP Biden recently sent
Brian Ettinger on a secret trip to Pakistan. On behalf of the Vice President, Attorney Ettinger
had opportunity to facilitate Usama bin Laden’s fortress emplacement like a pet bird in a
gilded cage, wherein he awaited his fateful trophy kill by SEAL Team 6.
Nick Noe deserves credit for illuminating the time sequence, that Vice President Joe Biden
had sent Brian Ettinger on his secret trip to Pakistan just prior to this January 06, 2011 tape.
Brian Ettinger’s secret Pakistan mission was perfectly timed, because Usama bin Laden had
only recently emigrated from Iran to Abbottabad, Pakistan in August, 2010. I had also
reported UBL’s August, 2010 move to Abbottabad multiple times to Rewards for Justice
and other USG agencies and oﬃcials.
Furthermore, Brian Ettinger’s knowledge of UBL’s emigration to Pakistan was leaked when
Ettinger states on tape 2 (02:48) "Bin Laden was in northern Iran ". Ettinger had just leaked
his insider knowledge that UBL had just moved from out of Iran to Pakistan because Ettinger
was the hands and feet of VP Joe Biden, John Brennan and HC. More names are available.
Nick Noe also has the payload information on VP Biden being the first USG oﬃcial to publicly
attribute UBL’s kill mission to SEAL Team 6. After Joe Biden ‘outed’ SEAL Team 6, they wrote
their Wills with foreknowledge their expiration date was fast approaching.
I was in the middle of operations, negotiating scenario analyses and feeding key information
to the USG, HC, VP Biden, three CIA Directors, Iran et al.
They couldn’t resist using my road map through the foggy battlefield, so that all (except one)
of their moves were known to me, long before any of them took one single, swampy step.
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My letters to Leon Panetta were confirmed delivered to the DCI, wherein I forewarned him
against moving Usama bin Laden from Iran to Pakistan for the trophy kill. By December, 2010
the Iranians went quiet on me because bin Laden had already been moved to Abbottabad.
SEAL Team 6 killed Usama bin Laden’s double while President Barak Obama took credit for
killing Usama bin Laden’s ghost.
The Islamic Republic of Iran extorted $152 billion from President Barak Obama, in a quid-proquo exchange for Iran's secrecy about the staged trophy kill, and bin Laden’s return to Iran.
The Islamic Republic of Iran commandeered . . . and then commanded our Commander in
Chief.
What I seek to reveal and share with TPOTUS are secrets worth $152 billion to President
Barak Obama.
And to keep these secrets, Vice President Joe Biden paid with all the blood of SEAL Team 6.
VP Biden runs for the US Presidency to gain immunity from prosecution.
Joe Biden and his cadre of deep-state brethren do not run for oﬃce, they run from justice . . .
as this Righteous Sword falls from the Heavens towards Dionysius, and his grave.
The evil ones live in all-consuming, abject fear of President Donald J. Trump, Attorney General
William P. Barr, US Attorney John H. Durham and millions of Americans who hunger and crave
this Sword . . . and Justice . . .
when three eyes see as ONE
Illumination and Justice
are not blind
Best,
Alan Howell Parrot
************************
January 06, 2011: AUDIO RECORDING 01:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/lsuypuawdsqrdhm/2011%2001%2006--AUDIO%2001-Congressman%20Curt%20Weldon-VP%20Biden%20sends%20Attorney%20Brian%20Ettinger%20on%20Secret%20Missions%20without%20Stat
e%20Department%20involved-Mullers%20FBI%20raid%20because%20AHP%20talked%20with%20Weldon%20about%20UBL%20in%20Ira
n.mp3?dl=0

January 06, 2011: AUDIO RECORDING 02:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/b1sooytm98xg3q9/2011%2001%2006--AUDIO%2002-Congressman%20Curt%20Weldon--Attorney%20Brian%20Ettinger-We%20will%20meet%20VP%20Joe%20Biden-Admits%20USG%20Policy%20to%20Harbor%20Usama%20bin%20Laden%20in%20Iran-Will%20Sign%20NDA.mp3?dl=0
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UCR - THE UNION FOR THE
C O N S E R VA T I O N O F R A P T O R S

Thursday, June 16, 2011
ATT: Brian Ettinger Esq.
Worldwide Strategic Partners
5120 Woodway Drive; Suite 5004
Houston, Texas 77056-1725
Dear Mr. Ettinger,
Enclosed are two copies of the DVD that I have been telling you about since January.
I have also included a detailed letter for the Vice President.
I will be grateful if you can find time to review the enclosed materials, and deliver them
to Vice President Biden.
For six months I patiently awaited the opportunity to meet with Vice President Biden,
after the first of many calls with yourself, beginning on January 06, 2011. Unfortunately,
I understand from your statements, my meeting with the Vice President was opposed by
one NSA official operating inside the White House.
Apparently that NSA official in the White House, about whom you frequently spoke,
made the presumptive error of presuming that I represent a threat, rather than an asset.
I encourage you to help change his mind, because his viewpoint as it was conveyed to me,
is 100% inaccurate and counterproductive.
In my opinion, this material justifies a special trip by yourself to the Vice President for a
briefing and strategy session. This is complex matter. I will be more than happy to attend,
to contribute a ‘road map’ for the positive resolution of matters, important to our nation.
Sincerely yours,	

	


cc: Robert C Granger Esq.
Roy, Beardsley, Williams & Granger LLC

	

Enclosed Two (2) DVDs Addressed To:
	

Vice President Joe Biden
Alan Howell Parrot 	

Brian Ettinger Esq.
For “The Union for the Conservation of Raptors” (UCR)
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ATT:	

℅	

	

	

	


Thursday, June 16, 2011
Vice President Joe Biden
Brian Ettinger Esq.
Worldwide Strategic Partners
5120 Woodway Drive; Suite 5004
Houston, Texas 77056-1725
Dear Vice President Biden,
Enclosed is a DVD prepared by my organization that ‘lifts the veil’ on the ‘house arrest’
of 100+ of al-Qaeda’s leaders inside Iran, which was covertly engineered by the USG.
Analysis is provided for Usama bin Laden’s (“UBL”) emigration from Iran to Pakistan,
including catalysts and motives that compelled UBL to leave the Islamic Republic of Iran,
and which ultimately culminated in UBL’s recent demise in Pakistan.
The American public, the international community and at times, members of the
Executive Branch have not been told the truth. This presentation outlines only a portion
of the definitive proof that UCR has obtained over the last five years that demonstrates
how and why the US government was squarely behind UBL’s detention inside Iran.
USG Obstructions and Threats Against UCR
I attempted to submit field intelligence to several USG agencies about al-Qaeda’s leaders,
including UBL, living inside Iran. One purpose was to claim the ‘Rewards for Justice’
moneys advertised for the capture of UBL and other AQ leaders detained inside Iran.
During our submissions of actionable field intelligence to the USG on many occasions and
on many levels, to our disbelief our information was received with conspicuous silence,
followed by cunning obstructions from SecDef Donald Rumsfeld.

My attorney was also informed by intelligence agency officials, that if we continued plans
to capture UBL alive for delivery to US custody, they would leak our activities to the
Iranian Revolutionary Guards so that UCR personnel would be imprisoned and tortured.
Bottom line: UCR personnel were under threat to “Leave Usama bin Laden alone”,
apparently as part of a strategy to maintain the status quo which has actually become
covert USG policy: namely, the ongoing ‘house arrest’ of al-Qaeda’s leaders inside Iran.

The Next Step
More than one UCR field operative has been assassinated / executed in Central Asia,
with the most recent team member meeting his fate in Central Siberia on July 26, 2010.
My team members have suffered immense hardships, lack of security, and privations.
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State and other USG agencies have not acknowledged my requests, claims, and prior offers.
This long road has finally neared its end, with my decision to go public. I’ve nothing to lose.
I do so on the basis of high standards and virtuous principles, and in order to protect
UCR’s human assets who are currently embedded across several ex-Soviet Asian States.

I see few options at this time, but to release our information into the public domain.
You will notice that in the enclosed DVD, we have admissions from trusted White House
insiders who confirm that an agreement existed to keep UBL in Iran, in exchange for a
non-aggression pact with Al Qaeda’s top cadre of leaders. This AQ ‘peace treaty’ bought
ten years of immunity from al-Qaeda attacks, inside the continental United States.
I encourage you to examine this material at your earliest opportunity because I sense
that public release of this information has the potential to create a firestorm that hasn’t
been seen since the days of the infamous ‘Pentagon Papers’, which do bear an uncanny
resemblance to the odious gravity of today’s existential AQ ‘non-aggression pact’.
This material shall have a polarizing effect, with clearly recognized winners and losers.
I encourage you to consider that this information represents a tactical diplomatic asset
for the US administration, and especially, for our future relations with Pakistan and Iran.

If you care to work together, to forge a working relationship that addresses these issues,
I am confident that a mutually workable solution can be facilitated, for the benefit of the
United States and our foreign policy interests abroad.
‘Phased’, Controlled Disclosures in the Mass-Media
I am accustomed to a strategy of abbreviated, phased disclosures, after noting recipients’
reactions. i.e. This DVD presentation is the tip of the iceberg, with much more to follow.
Phase I: in the documentary film, “Feathered Cocaine” details how the USG knew UBL
and 100+ AQ terrorists have been detained inside Iran, and the USG didn’t want them.
Phase II: in the mass-media demonstrates precisely how two US administrations covertly
engineered the ‘house arrest’ of UBL and 100+ senior al-Qaeda terrorists inside Iran,
since the days following Tora Bora.
We are also working on a sequel to the documentary film ‘Feathered Cocaine’. This has not
been publicly disclosed, but the story-line is based on data revealed in the enclosed DVD.

Schedule
‘Phase I’ public disclosures are completed: In May, “Feathered Cocaine” was contracted
for release in theaters across the US in ten major cities, on Pay-per-view, and DVD sales.

I would like to begin ‘Phase II’ mass-media disclosures on August 1st, six weeks after
sending this DVD to you. It is my hope that you can review the enclosed DVD in detail,
so that you can understand my stated goals, and appreciate how my goals and interests
parallel those of the United States, concurrent to supporting the US administration.
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Risks
If the US administration chooses not to forge a working relationship with the UCR,
this sends a clear signal that today’s administration is knowingly continuing the legacy of the
Bush administration vis-à-vis al-Qaeda in Iran, and this would be detrimental to the USG.
Gag order: Offshore interests who are signatories to binding NDAs, are in possession of
UCR field intelligence regarding al-Qaeda in Iran. They’re not subject to a US ‘gag order’.
I do not want to foster a scenario whereby history revisionists might ‘spin’ the facts . . .
all to my disadvantage, and to the detriment of our country. Time is my enemy, in that
potential adversaries will require at least 1 month to formulate a strategy to once again,
deprive the American people of the truth about AQ/UBL in Iran. As I have zero
indicators or assurances that the USG will change today’s policies regarding AQ in Iran,
I am compelled to be proactive instead of reactive, and to move quickly, now.
Benefits
I have experience in the Middle East (20 years) and ex-Soviet Asian territories (10 years).
I lived and worked with several Arab and Central Asian political leaders during this time,
which greatly enhances our intelligence-gathering capabilities.
If the US administration considers UCR’s field work in the context of forward-thinking
conflict resolution, with support from a small NGO that obviously has no political agenda,
the Obama administration could be the clear beneficiary of our information.

I am ready to collaborate with the USG as a ‘team member’, to bring closure to poorly
conceived policies that have cost our nation and the world: broken lives beyond count,
with priceless assets and opportunities thrown to the dry winds of the Middle East.
This is complex matter. The DVD reveals why our material should justify a visit by yourself
with the President for a briefing and strategy session. I will be more than happy to attend,
to contribute a ‘road map’ for the positive resolution of matters, important to our nation.

Please let me know how I can be of service.

Sincerely yours,	

	


cc: Robert C Granger Esq.
Roy, Beardsley, Williams & Granger LLC

	

Enclosed Two (2) DVDs Addressed To:
	

Vice President Joe Biden
	

Brian Ettinger Esq.
Alan Howell Parrot
For “The Union for the Conservation of Raptors” (UCR)
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